
Theodria Constanoplis, grandparent/guardian, interviewed by Bridget Newsham. 
 
0:00 
 
Bridget Newsham (BN): First of all, would you mind saying your first and last name for the record, 
and also the spelling of it, please? 
 
Theodria Constanoplis (TC): My first name is Theodria, last name Constanoplis. That's T as in 
Tom, H E O D R I A. Last name, C as in cat, O N S T A N O P L I S. 
 
BN: Perfect. Thank you. Um, OK, so just to begin, are you a current resident of Englewood? Uh, if 
yes, for how long? If no, why did you move out? 
 
TC: I have lived in Englewood—I live at 7239 South Marshfield—and over 40 years. 
 
BN: Oh wow. Um, were you born in the Englewood community or? 
 
TC: No. I was born on the West Side of Chicago, in fact, and that's where I spent most of my, um, 
early, early childhood, until probably sophomore in high school. Uh, in fact I lived at, um, on 14th 
and Peoria when I graduated from grammar school, and the teachers and my parents chose to go to 
Parker High School, which is on the site of the Robeson. So I went to Parker, which was where the 
Robeson school is now. So they tore down the Parker High School and built Robeson. 
 
1:35 
 
BN: When did Parker High School close? Do you know? Or when did they make that switch over? 
 
TC: I don't know, it was after—let's see. I had four sisters to go after me, so, and I graduated in '58, 
'62, so I would say early seventies. I think Robeson was built in '77, somewhere around there. 
 
BN: Okay. Um, so what do you like about the Englewood community? Um, and what do you 
dislike about the Englewood community? 
 
TC: I like that it is versatile. There's a, a diversity there. There's the [roots?] in people, artists. 
There's, there's, there's a lot of good things about Englewood. What I don't like about Englewood is 
that, um, we are portrayed in Englewood as the stereotype, um, lower-income economic area that 
doesn't have any hope. Uh, there are, uh, young people who, um, are a product of resources leaving 
Englewood so they have little chance of bettering themselves, and so that is what is seen. But if you 
concentrate that in one area, yes, you have a more difficult time of getting out of that situation, but I 
think every community has some of young people who are less than, um, what can I say, good 
images for their community. So it's not just Englewood, but that's what we're known for. 
 
3:50 



 
BN: Sure, so there's sort of this misrepresentation of who lives there and— 
 
TC: Yes.  
 
BN: You know, 'cause obviously, you know, you have this really fantastic job at this beautiful 
building downtown. That's not necessarily something I feel like makes it into this mainstream 
narrative, you know, that there are plenty of middle-class people living and working in Englewood. 
 
TC: And that is true. Englewood, when I moved over there, we were a, um, a community of 
neighbors. Uh, it was a time in, when your neighbor watched out for your young people. Um, the 
neighbors, we were, it was first homeowners. We were proud of the property in the area, and we 
tried to keep it that way. Uh, over time, uh, through one thing or another, um, people have moved 
out, moved away, and those places have not been re-occupied. So the community neighborhood 
doesn't look the same, doesn't feel the same, but we are still middle-class people who are working, 
taking care of our property, doing the things that you need to do to make a, uh, you know, we just 
have to be, um, an asset. That's the word I guess I would use. An asset to the community and the 
neighborhood. 
 
5:30 
 
BN: Can you speak to a little bit about, a little more on how you've seen the neighborhood change, 
or you know, what you mean by "it doesn't look the same, it doesn't feel the same." 
 
TC: Well, as I said, when we first moved over there, um, all the houses were occupied. I am 74, so 
some of the neighbors were older, so they have died. Young people aren't taking care of the 
properties, or they have moved away because, um, they have property otherwhere I mean, you know, 
lives otherwhere, so the property is left abandoned or uh, not kept up. If it's rented out, then renters 
aren't as, as diligent as owners. Um, in this day and age, um, it's, it's more difficult to make repairs 
to old houses. I speak for myself, if I've been there 40 years and it's my husband and I, it's very hard 
to keep up property that's deteriorating and getting older as we are. So, and that's some of what 
happens to the neighborhood. 
 
6:45 
 
BN: Sure, okay, that makes sense. Um, so what about parents? How have you seen parent 
involvement, um, shift over time, um, in the Englewood community, whether that has to do with 
education or just sort of being involved in their kids' lives in general? 
 
TC: Well, I think when, um, when my children—I have, my youngest is in her mid-forties now—I 
think when my children were smaller, the um, the community was more involved with parenting 
everyone. This day and age, that has not been uh, that has not been the case now. Parents are 
younger. Parents have more stressors in their life. On the majority, yes, parents are still important in 
their children's life and the child is important to the parents, but because of all the added stress, um, 



two parents may not be in the household. If they are, both of the parents need to be working. So 
that leaves somewhat of a gap in the supervision of young people, and with that supervision lacking 
and the community not picking up because of fear of retaliation. Um, uh, the, uh, either of young 
people getting in their business or parents saying, you know, have a different attitude about others' 
discipline or chastising or saying something to their child. Parenting is different now. As far as the 
schools, though, I think umm, I think parents are more involved. Let me speak on the grammar 
school level. I think parents are as involved as they were in my day when I was, when I had children 
in grammar school. I became the guardian of my five grandchildren in 2009. Um, one of which 
went to—well, two of them went to Robeson, um, but the youngest now is turning 13 tomorrow, 
and she attends Randolph. And I am active at Randolph, and I see parents active there. I see parents 
concerned about their education, what the child is learning, the environment of the school. Uh, I see 
parents very involved. Now, not quite sure with the high school, but I am, I do see more or hear 
about more parents on the LSC. There's more opportunities for parents to be involved in the school 
and the governance of the school. So I think they're stepping up to do that. 
 
10:10 
 
BN: Okay. Okay, um, let's see. So if you could describe a little bit about, um, your personal 
connection to Robeson? I know you said you had two grandkids that went there. Um, do you have 
any other connection to it? 
 
TC: Well, no. Uh, as I said, um, my youngest child is in her forties, so I had been away from the 
school scene and situation for quite a while before 2009, in 2009, becoming the guardian of five 
young people. Um, Carlos, which was the oldest, he was a sophomore, and Krista was just becoming 
a freshman at 14. So, and then I had the three younger ones, twin boys and the small, uh, she was 
four at the time, the baby girl, which went to a grammar school. Not knowing anything about the 
schools in my community because I had not been involved in them. I, um, I—and because it was 
late in the year when I was bringing them on board, I went to Robeson because that was the 
neighborhood high school and went through the process of entering them there because it was in the 
attendance district. Um, Robeson, I found out that the teachers were hardworking. Um, the, um, 
the students were uh, I guess 75 percent really interested in education. Um, they had a lot of 
support, remediation support, there. Um, I did—this was my, as I said, I was getting back into it, so 
I went to report card pickup at meetings that they had at the school. But as far as volunteering in 
school, because I was working, I was not able to do that. I then transferred my, the, my 
granddaughter out of there to Harper. It was not a good fit for her. Uh, um, one of the drawbacks of 
the schools was the safety issue of, of, of just being able to keep different factions of young people, 
um, I don't want to say gangs, but basically keeping my young person safe there. Um, my young 
person, um, Carlos was the one that attended Robeson. He was a quiet person, one that kept to his 
self. So he wasn't in, he didn't join sports, and he wasn't in basketball or any of those. He was, um, 
he was a good student there. He was. Um, he did, I don't know what it, what it was, it's AVID, that 
was a program that they had there that, that, that, uh, supported young people. Uh, and I saw a lot 
of outside support as far as programs there for young people. 
 
13:52 



 
BN: Um, could you explain a little bit more of why it wasn't a good fit for your granddaughter? Um, 
and maybe if there's any experiences that your grandkids shared about their experience? Um, if you 
could talk about that a little. 
 
TC: Unfortunately, my granddaughter was a socialite, and um, being that and being a freshman, 
um, she was, um, she had friends that, um—well, honestly they got into fights. Um, and that was 
not, um, that was not good for her. So I transferred her to a school where she didn't have that. She 
hadn't formed that connection with, with a group of young people. So I wanted to start her off clean 
at a different school. And once again, I had to use the attendance area school. So she attended 
Harper. Which was the same type of school, it was a school that the teachers cared about the young 
people. They, uh, they, uh, were always interested and encouraging to them. Um, they tried to, 
um, they tried to bring their academic levels up. But with the young people being at such varied 
spaces, it was very difficult for them to all get to an academic level that was conducive of graduating 
and getting into college. So, so yes, they had a high school education. It was not the most 
academically strenuous one. Um, I, uh, both of them attended junior college for a year, but then 
there were things that happened that, um, they did not continue. So they're not, they're not in [do?] 
college right now. They're not in college right now. 
 
16:15 
 
BN: Um, what were the biggest gaps you saw in the education that your grandkids received at both 
Robeson and Harper?  
 
TC: Uh, as I said, the gaps were the quality of the education. The students were coming in at 
different levels of, of readiness for high school. At that time, uh, the, the grammar schools were not 
as strenuous as getting children graduated with a certain level of competencies. So the gaps were that 
the, that the teacher and faculty just had to deal with students at all different levels. And it's very 
difficult to have a class of 30, and you have four different levels that you need to get this information 
across to. 
 
17:16 
 
BN: Sure. That makes sense. Um, okay. So do you have any specific memory associated with 
Robeson, anything that's especially striking about that school that you would like to share? 
 
TC: Oh, um, I, I, before my grandchildren attended, I had a, um, I had a niece that attended there 
and she was—this was, this was about early 2000s I guess. Yeah, I guess it was early 2000s. Um, she 
was on the basketball team. She was, uh, she was um, ah, just active. I remember going to her 
functions. I remember Robeson—I always was, um, I admired that they, um, that the inside of the 
building was always enticing. It had, um, it would have different types of work that the students had 
done. It had the different colleges and different things about the colleges. It had, um, a, like a 
thermometer that showed how much money the school had earned by, um, the kids getting 
scholarships to the different colleges. And so I thought that that was quite, um, encouraging for the 



young people. Yeah, so. Uh, I think the other thing is that, um, I think the teachers—although, and 
maybe it was just my, my young person, but they kind of take them under their wing and kind of 
nurture them along. Especially Carlos was like I said, kinda quiet and inward, but there was a teacher 
who saw his artistic ability and just kind of took him under her wing and got him to, um, do some 
of the things in art around the buildings as far as murals and posters and that kind of thing. 
 
19:35 
 
BN: Nice. Okay so There's been a lot of talk, actually, about how Robeson was a pretty good school 
up until maybe about seven years ago, um, when charter schools started coming into the 
community. Since you had young people that were attending the school during this pretty 
transformative time, um, did you see that slow degradation of the quality of education, or was it a 
little bit more subtle? 
 
TC: I think it was more subtle. I think what was happening was that during that time, the grammar 
schools were really beginning to up their game as far as, uh, the quality of what they were producing 
as graduates, as eighth-grade graduates. Uh, they were the—I know at my school, they were really 
pushing math and reading. The kids were on level or um, or, you know, on level or just above level. 
So, so they were, they were, um, they were being able to choose, because they would take high 
school tests and they could get in to other schools. At this time, um, yes, because when my, when 
my two middle children, um, the twins, graduated from grammar school, I didn't send them to 
Robeson, and I didn't send them to Harper. And one of the reasons why was because, um, uh, one 
of the twins was very quiet, one of them was a socialite, and it was just too—the gang situation was 
just not a, the—whether it was real or not, it was the reputation of the gangs being in that area or 
being in the school. So I chose to send them to a charter school. 
 
21:43 
 
BN: Within the Englewood community? 
 
TC: Yes. They went to Ralph Ellison, which is on 79th and um, near Hoyne or something, near 
Scott Joplin [Elementary School]. So yes, it was in the Englewood community, I didn't send them 
out of the community. Uh, but I did send them to—and one of the reasons I chose that school was 
that they kept their freshmen. Uh, at that time that school had a separate building for the freshmen. 
So it was like they were in high school, but they weren't involved with the whole high-school 
curriculum and the whole high-school environment. And that's, that was one of the selling points 
for me. 
 
22:23 
 
BN: Sure, 'cause then they're not going to be susceptible to being recruited— 
 
TC: Yes. 
 



BN:—or, you know join a group of people that might not be good for them. Okay, that's really 
interesting. I haven't heard that before. Um, OK. So let's see. So, um, now I'm gonna sort of go into 
how you feel about it closing. So, if you could explain a little bit about, um, what emotions do you 
have around the school closing? How do you feel about it? Do you think—I know you think it's 
positive, but um, if you could just elaborate a little bit more on, on how you feel about it, you know, 
both in an emotional way and practical way. 
 
22:57 
 
TC: Well, I've been out of the high school scene for a while. My granddaughter is in seventh grade 
right now, so I'm looking towards high schools for her. Um, I had not been thinking about 
Englewood. In fact, I have been looking at other schools. Um, when this proposal came about that 
there was a new school in, you know, coming up, I thought about—oh, OK, I'll think about it. And 
once I found out more information about it, I found that yes, their four area community schools 
would be closing. But then when I thought more about the area schools, they were a hundred or less 
students. You can't have a good high school experience with a hundred students in the cl—that's a 
freshmen class almost, at one school. So I, I, I didn't have any emotional feelings about the schools 
closing. What I did have an emotion feeling about was, I have empathy for the young people who—
school is family for young people. It's what they know, it's what they're familiar with, it's what they 
are comfortable with, and I just— in 2016 I had, one of my grandsons died, so I know what that 
grief felt like. So for the school to close, that was like a death for the young people. So I kind of 
empathize with them, but I also looked at what they would be gaining. So after, after the grief of 
going through the closing, I saw new life for them. I saw an opportunity and support for them. I saw 
they were going to have someone to walk with them for the remaining years that they had in high 
school. And I really thought that that was a good plan for them. The new school, I thought when I 
went to the meetings about the plans, I thought it was a good fit and a shot in the arm for the 
community. Um, it was a high school, it was newness there. It was in the area where you kind of 
look at it as, um, a gang-infested, negative. This was going to be something new. It was going to be, 
have things that the community come in, come into, uh, the health center, the, you know, there will 
be places for the community to have community meetings. So I thought it was a shot in the arm for, 
for our young people. And I thought that, wow, this could be quality education that I could send my 
granddaughter to without having her to travel many, many miles to a high school. 
 
26:11 
 
BN: Sure, that makes sense. So do you think there's any possibility that there will be a negative effect 
on the students that have to transfer out of Robeson? Um, you know, like, let's say they're 
sophomore, junior. Um, what do you think might happen? I know, there is this positive element, 
but there's also this opportunity for something else to happen. 
 
TC: Yes. Because I do, I do have trepidation because of the new proposal where the other three 
schools are staying open, and Robeson is, is closing because it has to have... I just felt that, um—I 
guess I felt like those students, um, it's unfair, you know, I, I felt that they're, they're feeling that it's 
unfair, why can't we stay open too? Why does it have to be here, or why can't you wait to build the 



school? I, I have feelings that, uh, because of this, there might be some negativeness around the new 
building. There might be graffiti, there might be, you know, it might be any of that. And I don't 
know, I don't know how to think about how to even dissipate, you know, make that go away. The 
hundred, the hundred young people that are there. Um, I don't think that they would be able to go 
to the other schools that are open because of boundaries and that type of thing. I think that, um, the 
CPS will really need to do some work as far as making certain that those young people are in a place 
that they will find comfortable and that they will have the support, the mentors, the remediation, 
and all the things that they had promised if all the schools had closed, that those young people from 
Robeson will make certain that they receive, because it is definitely going to be a, um, um, a negative 
feeling right now, um. Because the other schools are closing, if all of them had closed, they would 
have not had the feelings that I'm sure that they are going to have now. 
 
29:06 
 
BN: So what do you think the most important thing is to be offered to the students that are forced 
to close? I know you said support, but if you could speak to that a little bit more. 
 
TC: I think that the student plus their families need to able to sit down with someone and say, this 
is what I want and this is where I want to go. And make that happen for them.  
 
BN: Just basically give them free range into the CPS system so they're allowed to go to a really 
excellent high school.  
 
TC: Yeah. 
 
BN: Okay, great. Um, so you already sort of spoke to this a little bit, but um, what does the loss of 
Robeson feel like to you as a community member? Since there has been this turnover of high schools 
in the Englewood community, pretty often actually—I didn't know about, did you say Parker? 
 
TC: Mhm, Parker. 
 
BN: Uh, I didn't know about Parker, and then, you know, Englewood High School closed about, I 
think 12 years ago. And then now these. How do you feel about this sort of continuous, um, 
rotation of high schools being closed and opened and closed? 
 
30:13 
 
TC: I think CPS is trying to find the right fit for the community, and I think that, uh, maybe we 
were putting band-aids on, on something that should have had just a surgical, uh, drastic, uh, plan 
put to it. Uh, I think that, uh, there should've been more awareness of, of: well, attendance is going 
down, what's going on. Um, and then, uh, bringing the community together. You brought the 
community together when this proposal for the new high school came, then bring the community 
together to talk about, okay, this is going down, what is really happening in this community? And 
um, every time—well, Parker closed and Robeson was built because Parker was old and Robeson was 



new. So the, the, the carrot is that you're getting something new and better, and we as a community 
must make certain that that's what we need and that's what is given to us and buy into it and make 
certain that the accountability is there. This is a new high school for the community. Um, that 
means the community should be able to be the first ones to be involved in attending that. 
 
32:07 
 
BN: Mhm. Great. Um, OK, so last question, um, how—so Robeson has played this somewhat 
substantial role in the history of the Englewood community. Um, do you feel like there's any way, 
even though it's being demolished, to preserve that memory? Um, and to, you know, for students 
that are losing this school, this institution, um, for, you know, to allow them to have something to 
remember it by or go back to. Um, there's a lot of this talk of by erasing all these high schools, you 
know, you're erasing lot of people's histories. So, um, yeah, if you could speak to that a little bit. 
 
32:42 
 
TC: Well, I'm not quite sure what would, what would be effective for Robeson. I know that 
somehow the new high school should have some things that bring in the culture and the memory of 
those that are, that are closing. Um, so Robeson should have a definite a place in, in the new high 
school, uh, as far as, I don't know if you want to, you know, have something in the, the football field 
or something of that nature that's a, a piece of that land that could be named, you know, the 
Robeson Stadium or something of that nature, so you don't forget what was there before this came. 
You know, part of, part of the architecture and the, and the design can lend itself to naming the, the 
football stadium, which is a community—which will be also used for the community and not just 
the high school, would be very, be very profitable to name it after Robeson. 
 
34:04 
 
BN: Great. Um, is there anything else you'd like to share about how you feel about this new high 
school or how you feel about the closings, anything that you'd like to close off with? 
 
TC: Well, I'm excited about the new high school, and I'm also a little anxious.I'm anxious—I'm 
excited that it's happening, but I'm anxious that there's so much discussion and and just history 
around it becoming that—I want it to succeed so greatly that—but I'm anxious that—it's going to 
take time to change the community, and will we be supported through that change? That's what I'm 
anxious about. That they don't give up on the school because it's going to take time to get it to be 
what we want it to be because of where it is. 
 
35:15 
 
BN: And when you say they, do you mean CPS or do you mean? 
 
TC: I mean the community and CPS. 



 
BN: Okay, everyone collectively. 
 
TC: Mhm.  
 
BN: Okay, great. Thank you so much. 


